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PRESS RELEASE - Southern Illinois Native Brings Well-Wishings 
To The World 30 Years After First Bringing Them To Carbondale 

 

*DeSoto Native Keith Javors and Philadelphia’s Blessing Osazuwa To Release Good To You, 
A Modern Rewrite Of A Decades-Old CCHS Graduation Song* 

 
"Perhaps Javors' concern for the people he meets and his well-wishing for the world community at large 

characterizes his work.  His music has much to say, and the time spent in enjoying it is well worth the 

investment."  -JazzReview 

 

PHILADELPHIA, PA – Inarhyme Records is proud to announce the November 22, 2019 release of Good To 
You, the latest single by critically-acclaimed artist and local native Keith Javors and featuring a sensational 
22-year old Blessing Osazuwa as featured vocalist.  ITunes Presales begin on November 12.   
 
Good To You is a cover and remake of the pop duet a 17-year old Javors wrote with friend and classmate 
Jennifer Meadows-Roth in 1989 and presented to their graduating class at Carbondale Community High 
School in 1989.  In celebration of the Class’s 30th-year anniversary and a concurrent pivot and repurposing of 
Javors’ Philadelphia label imprint Inarhyme Records as part of a larger Inarhyme Music Group, which is 
placing a greater emphasis on songwriting and publishing.  The song was rearranged and recorded in late 
Spring at Morning Star Studios as a nod and gift both back to his classmates and roots but also forwarded to 
the world. 
 
Javors describes the effort as a “reimagining and repurposing of a musical message that of positivity and 

possibilities."  Osazuwa says it’s “filled with the passion of bittersweet endings and a hope for new 
beginnings.” 
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Celebrated artist/producer/educator Dr. Keith Javors is a 30-plus-year industry veteran and founder and 
President of the Inarhyme Music Group. The company has received top media praise by periodicals ranging 
from Downbeat to the Chicago Tribune for its exceptional quality and innovative presentation.  As a pianist, 
Javors can be heard on eight recordings as a leader and has performed in countries across the globe.  He’s 
worked with countless artists ranging from Dave Brubeck to Béla Fleck and the Flecktones.  A distinguished 
graduate of the University of North Texas and the University of Illinois, Javors is also lauded as an award-
winning educator, with past students having earned Grammys, holding positions in major symphonies and 
premiere ensembles, and excelling as esteemed professionals in areas both in and outside music. 
 
22-year-old rising pop and R&B vocalist Blessing Osazuwa is emerging as a major voice in music. with a 
versatility allowing her to move easily through R&B, Pop, Gospel, and Musical Theatre.  Born in California and 
residing in Philadelphia, Osazuwa’s talents were honed from a very young age in the church, which she credits 
as a blueprint of sorts for her solid footing as a performer.  In addition to her work on Inarhyme’s roster, she 
can be heard on several other creative projects.  Outside music, she’s also dedicated as an activist.  
 
The new single features an all-star Philadelphia band where both Javors and Osazuwa currently reside.  Good 
To You will be available to the public of all of the major media platforms on at 12:00am on November 22 with 
ITunes Presales beginning November 22. 
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Promotional copies are available. Javors and Osazuwa are available for interviews and features. Contact 

Connor Porvaznik at (833) INARHYME (472-7496), ext.710 for requests and additional information. 
 

View the Good To You Promotional Trailer at Website  
 

www.inarhyme.com 
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